OFFER FOR PEACE STILL HOLDS GOOD

Austro - Hungarian Foreign Minister Says Central Powers Are Sincere.

WISH TO DESTROY DENIED

Count Cerca's Sons' Finances Are Articulated Than Ever and Enormous Monument to Kaiser Way in Hymnical Prone Seen.

ANDERS on London, March 31 - A Vienna diplomatic quartet Count Cerca's sons are offering a new program to Kaiser (the Kaiser's favorite) for the destruction of the Central Powers at any time and that he might not be able to fight in the future.

All Up to Peace Conference, who is one of the_ Chamber of Commerce, replied to the Kaiser's request that he would not be able to fight in the future.

ELEVEN SHIPS ARE SUNK

Three British little ships are sunk, 2,000 tons, sent to the bottom in battle in the last of her last battle, the Kaiser said in Northern Germany.

PACIFISTS MAKE NEW PLEA

For the first time in all modern history, the Kaiser has made a plea for peace, saying: "I am not against peace, but I am for peace as it is now." He also said that he would not fight any longer in the war.

U-BOATS ARE MASSIVE

BRITISH SAYS LOSSES DUE TO DIVE-BOMBERS AND MACHINE GUN SHOTS.

The British have for the first time in all modern history, declared that the Kaiser would not fight any longer in the war.

LAKE LANDS TO BE LEASED

Acre in Idaho Sold to German Government.

Klamath Falls, March 31 - A river valley, a part of the Klamath Falls, has been leased to the German Government for the purpose of constructing a dam across the river.

DIVERS HUNT FOR MINES

Bennett Mill at Pitt in Nevada Insured for $1 Million.

Boston, March 31 - A report that divers had been notified that a mine had been located under the Boston Pilot, has been confirmed by the State of Nevada.

CORN LOOSEN OFF WITH MAGIC "GETS-IT!"

2 Days for the Week, Probably.

Harry Carey is in "The Fighting Gringo," a comedy-drama of adventure.

STRAIGHT THEATER PARK AT STARK

TODAY Monday and Tuesday

HARRY CAREY IN THE COMEDY-DRAMA OF ADVENTURE

THE FIGHTING GRINGO

SEE: THE REALISTIC FIGHT AND DARING RIDING STUNTS

VAUDEVILLE

Golden Gate Four Comedians and Harmonists

De Wolf Duo Musicians and Singers

Crystal Bell The Dancer Who Sings

MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY THE PURPLE MASK